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European Consumer Centre Ireland

Foreword

Ann Neville, Director, ECC Ireland

The objective of European Union consumer policy is to protect the health, safety and
economic well-being of European consumers. Consumer policy is not a minor matter.
Consumer spending represents 58% of EU GDP1 and confident consumers can drive
economic recovery and growth, as former Commissioner Kuneva recently observed.
ECC Ireland is part of a network present in 29 European countries which is engaged
in the promotion of fair and efficient dispute-resolution mechanisms in Europe in
order to increase consumer confidence in the internal market, without compromising
consumers’ health, safety and economic interests. Our role is to ensure that
consumers feel safe to shop from anywhere in the EU, from corner-shop to website,
confident they are equally effectively protected.
The level of complaints received by ECC Ireland in 2009 shows that this is an
aspiration which is not always achieved, but the service we offer to consumers helps
to empower them to obtain better value, and increased choice in their spending,
thereby enhancing consumer confidence and benefitting the Irish, and wider
European economy.
The pages that follow offer a snapshot of our work in 2009 and show some of the
problems which Irish consumers and other European consumers in contact with
ECC Ireland faced during the year. The work done by ECC Ireland staff contributed
to a more confident consumer environment which is an essential step to economic
recovery.

Ann Neville
Director, ECC Ireland
July 2010

1

Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, EU Consumer Policy
strategy 2007–2013, Empowering consumers, enhancing their welfare, effectively protecting them, COM(2007) 99 final
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Executive Summary

In 2009 ECC Ireland dealt with over 3,800 consumers, which represents an increase of 7.5%
in respect of the previous year, and a figure which was achieved in the context of reduced
staffing at ECC Ireland in 2009. Of these contacts, 1,238 were classified as “requests for
information” (e.g. guidance on consumer law, referrals to relevant organisations, issuing of
leaflets). A further 2,158 Irish consumers reported a complaint against a trader based in
another European country; ECC Ireland provided orientation and advice to help consumers
in resolving their complaints but in 281 of these cases, we transferred the complaint to our
counterparts in other countries in order to contact traders in these countries on behalf of
consumers. ECC Ireland was also contacted by 104 consumers from other European countries
in relation to complaints against Irish traders. In addition, our European counterparts were
contacted by Irish consumers directly on 18 occasions. Our colleagues also registered in the
same period 1,001 complaints against Irish traders made by consumers from other European
countries; of these, 339 cases were brought to ECC Ireland’s attention in order to provide
further assistance.
In summary, ECC Ireland processed 3,840 contacts in 2009, i.e. 1,238 requests for information
and 2,602 complaints involving Irish consumers (2,158) or Irish traders (444). Our European
counterparts also registered 1,019 complaints involving Irish consumers (18) or Irish traders
(1,001).

Total contacts dealt with by ECC Ireland in 2009

Requests for Information: 1,238

Complaints: 2,602

In 2009 ECC Ireland obtained refunds of €86,187.52 for consumers, a figure which represents
an average of €376 per resolved case. As regards the outcome of cross-border cases pursued
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by our office on behalf of consumers from other European countries, ECC Ireland enjoyed a
success rate of 74%, although this figure is lower in terms of the cases from Irish consumers
which we referred to our ECC-Network (ECC-Net) colleagues, at 60%.
2009 was an eventful year at the ECC as it was Ann Neville’s first full year as Director, and
there were other staff changes too, with the loss of our PR & Marketing role, and the departure
of two long-standing staff members, advisers Arthur Hilliard and Katarzyna Kobylinska, who
left to take up posts in Brussels. They were replaced by two new advisers, Anna Heryan, and
Caroline Curneen, who brought new expertise and energy to the work of advising consumers.
The ECC continued to enjoy a high media profile in 2009 with 110 articles and interviews in
the national media, dealing with consumer issues, such as shopping on-line, scams and how
to avoid them, and mobile phone roaming charges. With the recession biting in 2009 there
was a renewed interest in value for money and the media coverage reflected that, with ECC
Ireland’s price comparison survey of a range of typical summer consumer products, which
showed that Ireland had improved its affordability, attracting a strong media response. Our
cooperation with the Office of Fair Trading in the UK to raise awareness among Irish consumers
of the dangers of car scams was also of considerable interest to the media here.
ECC Ireland continued to actively engage with the wider ECC Network, leading the EU-wide
price comparison survey and contributing content to the network’s air passenger rights report
in 2009. We carried out study visits to Belgium and Luxembourg as well as to the UK, our most
important partner in the ECC network, with 58% of complaints received from Irish consumers
concerning UK-based traders. We also hosted a visit from ECC Sweden in December 2009.
On a national basis we continued our participation in the European Information Exchange
Group which comprises European-focused organisations and projects. We collaborated with
other organisations in 2009 including our national funders, the National Consumer Agency,
as well as the Department for Enterprise Trade and Employment, the Commission for Aviation
Regulation, the European Commission Representation in Ireland, and the Consumers’
Association of Ireland.
2009 also saw the launch of a new website for the ECC and with a visit to Ireland by the
European Commissioner for Consumer Affairs, Meglena Kuneva, marked by a breakfast with
Galway consumers hosted by ECC Ireland, the year was a memorable one.

“The staff who supported me were excellent – I couldn’t have improved
this service. I also had my money refunded. Thank you for your time.”
Irish consumer assisted by ECC Ireland in 2009
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European Consumer Centre Ireland:

Profile
The European Consumer Centre Ireland (ECC Ireland) Ireland has as its objective the creation
of consumer confidence in the Internal Market. With 500 million consumers and no trade
borders, the European ‘shopping market’ offers choice and value for money. Consumers are
protected by European legislation wherever, and however, they shop.
ECC Ireland is part of the ECC Network which comprises 29 centres across Europe. ECC
Ireland gives information and advice to consumers on their rights and also assists consumers
with cross-border complaints and disputes by intervening on their behalf with the trader in the
other relevant country. ECC Ireland also produces reports and opinion papers, engages in joint
projects within the ECC network, and carries out proactive consumer information campaigns.

“The entire service was excellent, I couldn’t fault it. ECC Ireland staff
responded to my query quickly and maintained contact until the issue was
rectified with the company, the refund had cleared into my account and I
received a replacement. My sincerest thanks to ECC Ireland, it’s great that
a free service like that exists. It makes me feel much more comfortable
buying items on-line”
Irish consumer assisted by ECC Ireland in 2009
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European Consumer Centre Ireland:

Staff Profile

Director
Ann Neville

Legal Adviser
Juan Bueso

PR & Marketing
Manager
Rosaleen Quinlan
(Up to 16/01)

Administrator
Emma Byrne

Dispute Resolution
Adviser
Susan Dowling

Adviser
Arthur Hilliard
(up to 30/04)

Adviser
Adviser
Katarzyna Kobylinska Caroline Curneen
(up to 30/04)
(from 11/05)

Adviser
Anna Heryan
(from 11/05)

Adviser
Marcin Walkowiak

Board of Directors

Student Work Placements

Chairman, Dermott Jewell
CEO, Consumers Association of Ireland

Eoghan McArdle, Law Graduate
(February to May 2009)

Directors –
Brona Carton
European Commission, Food & Veterinary Office

Pierre Tournier, Law Graduate
(June to September 2009)

Josette Cuthbert
Regional Coordinator, Citizens Information Board
Cathal O’Gorman
Consumer Policy Section, Department of Enterprise
Trade and Employment
John Shine
Director of Commercial Practices,
National Consumer Agency

Aoife Murphy, Law Graduate
(June to September 2009)
Tom Foley, Law student
(September to December 2009)
Lisa Patten, Law Graduate
(September to December 2009)
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Assistance to Consumers

Overview of Complaints Received
In 2009 ECC Ireland dealt with over 3,800 consumer
contacts, of which 2,602 represented cross-border
consumer complaints recorded by ECC Ireland.
The vast majority of these were received from Irish
consumers (2,158), although there were also a
significant number of complaints against traders
based in Ireland (444). A further 1,019 complaints
were registered by our European counterparts,
involving Irish traders (1,001) and Irish consumers
(18).
Having analysed the complaints registered by ECC
Ireland (2,602), we observed that the primary area
of complaint remained ‘air travel’ with 15.5% of the

Total Number of Complaints
with an Irish Element: 3,621

Juan Bueso, Legal Adviser

total. ‘Electronics’ (e.g. digital cameras, computers,
media players) followed closely, whereas ‘entertainment’ (e.g. satellite TV, tickets for concerts and
sporting events) featured third with almost 13% of
the total.
In previous years we considered all transactions
involving cars as a whole but in 2009 we split this
category to have a clearer picture of complaints
involving ‘car rental’, almost 8% of the total. In any
case, transactions in connection with the ‘purchase of
vehicles, car parts and related services’ represented
9% of complaints, just after ‘furniture and household
appliances’, with almost 11%.

Complaints 2009
Food & Alcohol
Clothing & Footwear
Housing
Furniture &
Household Appliances
Communication
Purchase of Vehicles/
Car Parts/Related Services
Car Rental
Air Travel
Other Transport

Number of complaints against Irish
traders reported to ECC Ireland: 444

Package Holidays
Electronics

Number of complaints against Irish
traders reported to other ECCs only: 1,001
Number of Irish consumers reporting
complaints to other ECCs only: 18
Number of Irish consumers reporting
complaints to ECC Ireland: 2,158

Entertainment
Books & Stationary
Restaurants & Hotels
Timeshare & Holiday Clubs
Education
Health
Other
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Assistance to Consumers

Overview of Complaints Received
In order to gain a better understanding of the
complaints received, we have analysed in detail
those cross-border complaints which required further
assistance by ECC-Net (626 cases). In most of these
cases, the trader was contacted by ECC Ireland or
by our counterparts in other European countries,
on behalf of a consumer. Taking into account these
cases only, the top 4 categories are as follows:

No. of Cases

% of total

Air Travel

216

34.5%

Electronics

95

15%

Car Rental

86

13.5%

Entertainment

45

7%

More details regarding each category can be found
in the following sections of this report.

It has to be noted that over a third of our cases were
not pursued by our office due to a number of reasons
(e.g. claim ill-founded or not pursued by the
consumer, case resolved by the consumer, liquidation,
fraud or referral to an enforcement body). On the
other hand, since unscrupulous traders may not
only damage consumers’ interests and confidence
but also compromise competition, and taking also
into account the criminal dimension of certain
activities, referral to the relevant authorities may
in some instances be necessary. In order to deliver
a better service to the public, we would welcome
a more coordinated, multidisciplinary approach
in such cases, not only at national level but also
internationally. In 2009, ECC Ireland discussed
the matter with representatives of the National
Consumer Agency and the Garda Síochána.

We have also to point out that the majority of cases
falling under Regulation [EC] No. 261/2004 on
denied boarding, cancellation and delay of flights
were referred to National Enforcement Bodies.
As regards the outcome of cross-border cases pursued
by our office on behalf of consumers, ECC Ireland
resolved 131 cases out of 178 in which the trader
was contacted by members of our staff. This
represents a 74% success rate. The majority of
cases from Irish consumers which were referred to
our colleagues in other European countries were also
settled satisfactorily, although in some countries the
success rate dropped below 50%. As a result, the
overall success rate was 60% (229 out of 384).
Most consumers with unresolved complaints were
referred to the European Small Claims Procedure,
in operation since January 2009.
In settling complaints out-of-court, ECC Ireland
helped to secure redress for consumers, totalling
€86,187.52, i.e. €376 per resolved case.
The number of cases involving Irish consumers
shopping in other European countries (281 out of
626) represents 45%, which is in line with the
figure obtained in 2007 but indicates a drop in
relation to 2008. The figure though, is quite similar
to the number of cases recorded in 2008, yet the
percentage varies since ECC Ireland dealt with more
cases in 2009 than in 2008. The countries of the
traders complained about remain almost unaltered:
58% of complaints were against UK traders, 10%
against French traders and 9% against Spanish
traders.
As regards the number of cases involving Irish traders
(345 out of 626), i.e. 55%, most complainants were
based in the UK (22%), followed by Spain (19%)
and Italy (9%).
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Assistance to Consumers

Overview of Complaints Received

Resolved and Unresolved Cases

Resolved Cases: 229

Complaints Against Irish /
Other European Traders

Irish Traders: 55%

Unresolved Cases: 155
Other European Traders: 45%
Fraud: 29
Ill-founded Cases: 83
National Enforcement Body: 36
Still Active: 18
Other (e.g. not pursued or resolved
by the consumer: 76

Resolved Cases: 229
Unresolved Cases: 155

Finally, before proceeding to consider the most
common areas of complaint in greater detail, I would
like to point out that ECC-Net agreed in 2009 to set
up a working group to develop a framework protocol
in order to improve the handling of cases. ECC
Ireland participated in the working group and the
protocol will be observed by all ECCs from July
2010. It is hoped that the adoption of the protocol
will contribute to the handling of cross-border
consumer complaints in a more efficient manner.
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Assistance to Consumers:

Main Problems Encountered
Air Passenger Rights
Air passenger rights again retained its position as
the primary area of complaint in 2009, representing
34.5% of the total number of complaints requiring
further assistance by ECC Ireland staff.
From the 405 air passenger rights complaints
received, 216, or 53%, required intervention by
ECC Ireland on a consumer’s behalf in relation to a
complaint against an Irish airline or intervention by
another ECC on behalf of an Irish consumer. The vast
majority of these cases (92%) involved complaints
from consumers based in another European country
against an Irish airline which may be due to the
presence of Europe’s largest low cost air carrier in
this State.
Of the 216 cases dealt with, flight cancellation
was the number one category of complaint at 24%.
However, in many cases consumers are referred to
the relevant National Enforcement Body rather than
receiving assistance from our office.
ECC Ireland welcomed the decision of the European
Court of Justice, in November 2009, which held
that passengers who reach their final destination
three hours or more after the scheduled arrival time
may seek compensation from the airline, unless
the delay is caused by extraordinary circumstances.
As passengers affected by long delays are in a
comparable position to those on cancelled flights,
the Court held that there was no justification for
treating such passengers differently.
The second highest category of air passenger rights
complaints related to luggage issues, representing
22% of the cases dealt with. Although luggage
complaints have slipped from first position last year,
this remains an area of concern, not only because
of the amount of luggage misplaced, but also the
manner in which complaints are handled by airlines.
Obtaining adequate compensation for lost luggage
remains a significant obstacle for consumers. While
the Montreal Convention sets out the maximum
compensation available to a passenger, it does not

Caroline Curneen, Adviser

provide guidelines as to how the compensation is to be
calculated in each individual case and consequently
airlines adopt differing practices when dealing with
luggage complaints. It is hoped that the situation
will be improved somewhat by the increase in the
airlines’ limits of liability under the Montreal
Convention which came into effect at the end of
2009. Under the new provisions, air carriers’
liability for lost, delayed and damaged luggage has
been increased to 1,131 Special Drawing Rights
(approximately €1,334 in July 2010).
An emerging area of complaint, and the third biggest
category at 19.5%, relates to the actual terms and
conditions of airlines, as well as the relevant fees,
charges and policies imposed. In this regard the
refund of taxes and charges for consumers who
cannot fly remains an area to be addressed. Another
troublesome area within this category is the payment
card fee and the often arbitrary currency exchange
charges imposed by airlines.
Welcome clarity was provided to consumers on this
latter issue by Directive 2007/64/EC on Payment
Services in the Internal Market, implemented in
Ireland in November 2009. This Directive states
that consumers must be given a choice whether or
not to accept the currency conversion offered by a
trader and the trader must disclose all charges and
the applicable exchange rate to the consumer.
To mark Consumer Day 2009 ECC Ireland conducted
a survey at Dublin Airport questioning passengers
on their knowledge of their air passenger rights (for
further details see below in the Communications
section). The results were disappointing and revealed
that only 5% of respondents were able to correctly
answer three questions on their rights in case of flight
cancellation, delay and lost luggage. The survey
indicates an overall lack of knowledge amongst the
travelling public as to their air passenger rights.
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Assistance to Consumers: Main Problems Encountered

Air Passenger Rights
CASE STUDIES
A Polish consumer’s luggage was lost by an Irish airline. ECC Ireland contacted the airline on
the consumer’s behalf and they agreed to refund the consumer €276.45 for his lost luggage.
This was calculated by reference to the weight of the consumer’s luggage as he did not have
any receipts. However the consumer had paid excess luggage fees at check-in as his luggage
was 7Kg over the permitted amount. ECC Ireland contacted the airline, again requesting an
additional refund of the fee for the excess luggage (€105), compensation for the additional
lost luggage on a per Kg basis (€129.01) and the relevant bag fee (€10). The airline agreed
to refund the consumer €520.46.
An Irish consumer booked flights with a Greek airline as part of his honeymoon package. Shortly
before travel the airline informed the consumer that his flight was cancelled and offered him
an alternative indirect flight. The consumer refused as he wanted a direct flight and booked
with another airline instead. The trader promised the consumer a refund of the cancelled flight
but this was never issued and the consumer was subsequently informed that the airline was
going into liquidation. ECC Ireland sought assistance from our colleagues in ECC Greece and
the consumer was refunded in full (€317.34).
A Spanish consumer booked a return ticket with an Irish airline and soon after received an email,
in English, to say that the flight times had changed. When she arrived at the airport she was
informed that her ticket had been cancelled. As a result, she was obliged to purchase new
tickets at a cost of €431.92. ECC Ireland contacted the airline concerned and explained the
situation. At first the airline refused to refund the consumer. We explained to the airline that
as the email containing essential information on the flight was sent to the consumer in English
she did not understand and mistakenly accepted a voucher from the airline instead of accepting
the changed times. Had the consumer known she had this voucher she would have used it to
book the new flights at the airport. The airline then agreed to refund the consumer the cost of
her original flight (€131).
An Irish consumer attempted to book a flight with a UK airline. Just as the transaction was due
to be completed a message appeared stating ‘server error, transaction cancelled, try again later’.
The consumer tried to book again and the same message came up on his screen. No confirmation
email was received by the consumer but he was later informed by the airline that two tickets
had been booked in his name which they refused to refund. Following the intervention of ECC
Ireland and our colleagues in ECC UK the consumer received a full refund (£240Stg).
A Polish consumer booked a flight with an Irish airline. The final price quoted was €180.96 but
he was in fact charged €201.46 on his credit card which was in a different currency to that
of the transaction. The airline carried out the relevant currency conversion and charged a fee
greater than he would have been charged by his bank. ECC Ireland contacted the airline as we
considered it unfair that the consumer was quoted one price throughout the booking process but
charged a different, higher amount, and was not adequately informed about the final price or the
manner in which this is calculated. The airline did not agree and maintained that this policy is
stated in their terms and conditions accepted by consumers during the booking process.
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Assistance to Consumers: Main Problems Encountered

Electronic Goods
Complaints relating to the purchase of electronic
goods such as DVD players, digital cameras,
computers, computer parts, etc, represented the
second most common area of consumer complaints
received by ECC Ireland in 2009.
Cases relating to electronic goods, where the ECC
liaised with traders directly on behalf of consumers,
accounted for 15% of the total cases handled by
ECC Ireland in 2009. Problems with products
constituted the main cause for consumer complaints
and accounted for 53% of the total number of cases
related to electronic goods. The vast majority of
product-related complains concerned defective
products and products not being in conformity with
the order. Problems with delivery represented the
second most common area of complaints, accounting
for 20% of the total number of cases relating
to electronic goods. Problems linked to non-delivery
of the goods and partial delivery, where only part of
the order was completed, were the most frequent
within this category. Other consumer complaints,
which required the active intervention of ECC Ireland,
were mainly associated with price and payment,
contract terms and unfair commercial practices.

Anna Heryan, Adviser

In 2009 the majority of complaints related to
electronics goods were complaints arising from
on-line transactions. A study, Mystery Shopping
Evaluation of Cross-Border E-Commerce in the EU,
launched by the European Commission in October
2009, confirmed that while cross-border on-line
shopping offers consumers the possibility of significant savings, as well as choice and value for money,
there are obstacles that consumers are likely to face
when ordering products from another EU country.
The research found that 60% of the cross-border
on-line transactions attempted could not be
completed mainly due to traders’ refusal to serve
the consumer’s country, technical problems, or the
lack of adequate means for cross-border payments.
Despite the existing barriers cross-border shopping
is increasingly popular in the EU. The report on
cross-border e-commerce, published by the European
Commission in March 2009, indicated that one
third of EU consumers would consider shopping
on-line from another EU country if the product was
cheaper or better. Electronic goods were one of the
most popular product categories purchased on-line in
2008, and were bought by 25% of on-line shoppers.
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Assistance to Consumers: Main Problems Encountered

Electronic Goods
CASE STUDIES
A British consumer purchased a laptop on-line from an Irish trader. The product started suffering
from random shut-downs 18 months after purchase. The consumer contacted the trader, but was
advised that the warranty had expired and the repair could not be carried out free of charge.
The consumer obtained an independent report, stating the fault was down to general hardware
failure or manufacturer defect, and sought the assistance of ECC UK. The consumer’s complaint
was then brought to the attention of ECC Ireland, who contacted the trader to inform him of his
legal obligations to the consumer. The trader agreed to repair the laptop free of charge.

An Irish consumer ordered a television set on-line from a French trader. The product arrived but
was faulty. The consumer contacted the trader immediately and was advised to send the
defective television back to the given address. The consumer returned the product by insured
and recorded delivery as instructed. The trader, however, refused to refund the cost of shipment
in full as, according to the trader, the consumer should have sent the product back by regular
post, not by a courier. The consumer argued that the trader’s instructions were not clear in that
regard and contacted ECC Ireland in order to secure the reimbursement of the total shipment
costs. Following intervention by ECC France, the consumer received a full refund.

An Irish consumer placed an order for a digital recorder with a German web trader. The order
was confirmed and the amount of €123.41 debited from the consumer’s credit card. Later,
however, the consumer was informed that the item was no longer available and his order needed
to be cancelled. The consumer then discovered that the trader was still advertising the product
in stock but at a higher price (€454.57). The consumer sought clarification from the trader, but
as no satisfactory explanation was offered, the consumer requested the assistance of ECC
Ireland. The details of the complaint were passed on to ECC Germany, who contacted the trader
on the consumer’s behalf. The trader rectified the mistake and had the item delivered to the
consumer at the price originally quoted.

An Irish consumer experienced difficulties when attempting to obtain a refund from a French
trader after the wrong parcel was delivered to the consumer by courier. The consumer had
placed an order on-line for two USB flash drives, but received a box of designer knitwear
instead. The consumer contacted the trader and asked for the clothing to be collected and a
refund to be issued. The trader took a long time to sort the matter, requesting the consumer to
provide several pieces of documentation, including a sworn statement. The consumer sought
the assistance of ECC Ireland, who brought the complaint to the attention of their counterparts
in France. ECC France managed to secure the reimbursement of money paid for the two USB
flash drives, which never reached the consumer, and the postage for returning the wrong parcel
back to the seller.
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Assistance to Consumers: Main Problems Encountered

Car Rental
Cases relating to car rentals, where ECC Ireland
liaised with traders directly on behalf of consumers,
accounted for 13.5% of the total cases handled by
ECC Ireland in 2009, and represented the third
most complained about category during the year.
The most frequent area of complaint relates to the
terms and conditions of the car rental and also to
the question of hidden charges. Such complaints
made up nearly 30% of all car rental complaints.
Many of these problems arose in the context of
bookings made on-line or over the phone. The
complaint centres on the fact that the consumer
is led to believe during the booking process that the
price quoted on the website is final. However, when
they arrive to pick up the car they are faced with
additional charges.
Another problematic area concerns charges imposed
after the return of the car for alleged damages
incurred. Such cases make up 30% of car-rental
related complaints. Many car rental contracts are
designed in such a way that in case of accident the
consumer has to bear preliminary costs, sometimes
even when it cannot be accurately established
that he is at fault. Car rental companies can charge
consumers’ credit cards without protracted formalities
but the customer who disputes the charges very often
has no other option but to follow lengthy procedures.
Furthermore if the consumer complains from abroad
the situation may become even more complex.
A new area of complaint relates to the availability of
vehicles and such complaints make up 15% of the
total number of car-related complaints. Consumers
complain that they book a rental car but when they
show up to collect the car none is available and they
may have to rent a car from another trader, or take
another model of car, and in both cases typically
incur additional costs. Sometimes even though the
trader has failed to provide a car, the consumer is
still charged for the rental and difficulties involved
in resolving the matter require the intervention of
the ECC. In one instance reported to ECC Ireland

Marcin Walkowiak, Adviser

a consumer booked a people carrier, to accommodate
his family, and in the absence of such a vehicle had
to rent two smaller cars at additional expense to take
the family to their accommodation, and then return
the cars to the airport the following day to pick up
a single larger car, losing a day’s holiday in the
process. Similar problems of availability were reported
from consumers requesting an automatic car.
Insurance represents 9% of complaints received. In
many cases, problems with insurance occur because
consumers are not properly informed about the
coverage of the policy contracted at the car rental
desk. As there is no industry-specific legislation
specifying the mandatory levels of insurance required
during the rental, the degree of protection may differ
from company to company and consumers have often
been confused by the scope of their insurance and
the amount of the excess payable in case of accident.
Fuel policy complaints make up 10% of the total
car-rental complaints. In some cases consumers are
charged in advance for the full tank of fuel and are
asked to return the car empty. No refunds are offered
for unused fuel. This policy can be considered unfair
and often results in a dispute.
Car-rental related problems have been frequent at
ECC Ireland for a number of years and in 2008 we
produced a report analysing car rental contracts based
on complaints in this sector received in 2007. In
2009 ECC Ireland was represented at a European
workshop on Tourism and Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) – Appraisal and Perspectives
organised by ECCs Germany and France. The workshop was attended by representatives of the car
rental industry who announced the setting up of
an ADR for car rental issues which will be piloted
in 2010. ECC Ireland welcomes the news of such
an ADR and believes that it could have a positive
impact on the resolution of the many car-rental
related complaints received by ECC Net.
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Car Rental
CASE STUDIES
A Belgian consumer was quoted €363.99 when booking a rental car but he was charged an
additional €84.05 as a local surcharge (€5.02 per day, excluding VAT). The information about
this surcharge was included in the section ‘Rental Qualification and Requirement’, available
in technical steps 2 and 3 of the booking process, together with another 36 categories listed in
a dropdown menu. The consumer contacted ECC Belgium for assistance. The case was referred
to ECC Ireland who contacted the trader to suggest modifications on their website and request
the refund of €84.05. Following intervention by ECC Ireland, the trader agreed to refund €84.05
to the consumer and modified their website. The link to ‘Rental Qualification and Requirements’
is now included in the initial technical step (‘Choose Car’) and the category ‘Fees and Surcharges’
has been removed from the list, so prices are now inclusive of local surcharges and VAT,
enhancing transparency and price comparison.

A French consumer rented a car in Dublin Airport. The engine of the car exploded during regular
use and the car was immobilised. The trader provided a replacement car within a few hours and
the consumer was able to complete the rental. On returning the car €1,100 excess was charged
to his credit card. The consumer disputed the charge as the damage to the vehicle was due to
regular wear and tear as the car was 4 years old which for a rental vehicle is quite old. The
trader refused to refund the deposit and sent him another invoice for an extra €2,587.39
totalling €3,511.39. The rationale behind the charge above the excess amount remains
unknown. The consumer contacted ECC France which shared the case with ECC Ireland. It soon
transpired that the invoice for repairs sent by the trader was not accurate as it was for a car
with different registration plates from the one used by the consumer but the defects seemed to
correspond to what could potentially be the result of damage during the explosion. This could
give rise to concerns that the invoice was simply produced for the car rental company by a
friendly garage. This however cannot be proved. ECC Ireland contacted the trader arguing that
consumer should not be charged for the damages as they were not the result of misuse of the
vehicle but due to its poor condition and regular wear and tear. The trader initially failed to
respond but they reconsidered their position and refunded the €1,100 excess to the consumer.

An Austrian consumer made a reservation for a car rental in Ireland as a gift for his parents’
wedding anniversary. He paid in advance when making the reservation using his own credit
card. Once at Cork Airport, the consumer’s father produced his son’s credit card but this card
was not accepted and no car was supplied, even though this had been prepaid. The terms
and conditions supplied at the time of the reservation did not require the person making the
reservation to be present at the time of picking up the vehicle. The consumer contacted ECC
Austria who requested the assistance of ECC Ireland. When contacted by ECC Ireland, the
trader argued that the card produced by the consumer’s parents was not their own and therefore
they could not accept it to provide the deposit necessary to cover their ‘excess’ in the event of
damage to the vehicle. The trader finally agreed to make the relevant terms clearer to avoid
similar situations in the future and refunded the amount that had been prepaid, €190.
…
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Car Rental
CASE STUDIES
An Irish consumer hired a car but when he arrived at the collection point the trader refused to
supply him with the car as the consumer’s credit card did not have sufficient funds. A friend
travelling with the consumer offered to provide her credit card but the trader refused to accept
this. The consumer telephoned the booking agent who advised the consumer of the terms and
conditions of the rental and promised a refund. The consumer managed to successfully rent
from another car hire company but he did not receive a refund for his unsuccessful rental and
contacted ECC Ireland for help. We shared the case with ECC UK and the consumer received
a full refund of €394.

A French consumer reserved a minivan via an on-line rentals booking agent for €354. When he
received the booking confirmation it stated that he had to be 26 years old to drive this category
of vehicle. When the consumer arrived at the airport, the car hire company refused to rent the
van to the consumer as the age requirement for driving such a vehicle was 28 under its terms
and conditions. The consumer was obliged to rent another car and he complained to the booking
agent requesting a refund as at no moment during the reservation process had the trader
informed the consumer of the terms and conditions of the rental company and the only age
requirement specified was 26 to 69. The booking agent refused to refund the cost of the rental
but thanks to the intervention of ECC Ireland, the consumer obtained a refund in full of €354.
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Entertainment Services
This category principally involves complaints relating
to digital television subscriptions and on-line ticket
purchases for concerts and sporting events but also
includes complaints relating to the purchase of
recreational items such as musical instruments,
sports equipment, games and software.
Almost 50% of the cases dealt with under this
category in 2009 involved a digital satellite TV
broadcaster based in the UK. The main problem
areas reported relate to pricing and contract terms.
A common problem concerns difficulties with signals
from consumers’ digital receiver boxes. This can
occur when the receiver box is not properly connected
to a phone line resulting in the consumer being
charged an increased rate. Of particular concern is
that the technical burden of ensuring that the box is
properly connected is often placed on the consumer
who may have no knowledge or experience of such
issues. The problem has been exacerbated for some
consumers as they fail to realise they have been
overcharged for many months or even years.

Emma Byrne, Administrator

Another significant area of complaint relates to
communication between the trader and the consumer,
as consumers frequently contact ECC Ireland
regarding difficulties they are experiencing having
their complaints addressed by the trader.
A further problem area within this category involved
on-line tickets for concerts and sporting events. Of
concern is the prevalence of fraudulent ticket-selling
websites purporting to supply tickets for highly
popular performances. Also included in this category
are complaints relating to games, musical instruments
and hobbies. The main areas of complaints related
to delivery, and items which were not in conformity
with the order.
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Entertainment Services
CASE STUDIES
An Irish consumer entered into a contract with a UK-based digital television provider to allow
him to receive a multi-room subscription. The digital television provider authorised an approved
technician to install the equipment necessary to receive the service requested. However the
Irish consumer involved was not informed that the second box was not connected properly to a
phone and was charged an additional subscription of €54.75 per month over a five year period.
In total the consumer should have paid an additional €900.00 for the second box, however he
paid €3,285.00. The trader refused to mediate with the consumer stating that as per the terms
and conditions the box must be connected to an active phone line at all times. The consumer
argued that he relied on the professionalism of the installer to connect the boxes correctly. ECC
Ireland forwarded the case to ECC UK who intervened on behalf of this consumer but was
unsuccessful in their attempts to reach an amicable solution.

An Irish consumer contracted with a UK-based digital television provider to supply a digital
television package with additional add-ons. As per the terms of the contract the consumer wrote
to the trader in order to cancel the additional add-ons. The trader acknowledged receipt of this
request and advised the consumer that their television package had been reduced. However
the digital television provider did not cancel the services as requested by the consumer and
the consumer continued to pay for this additional service. The consumer contacted ECC Ireland
and assistance was sought from ECC UK who contacted the trader and successfully obtained
a full refund for the consumer.

An Irish consumer purchased tickets from an on-line UK trader. After making the payment the
concert was re-scheduled. The consumer was unable to travel on the new date and informed the
trader who cancelled the order, however the trader refused to refund the consumer for the cost
of the tickets. The consumer then contacted ECC Ireland who shared the case with ECC UK.
ECC UK contacted the trader and successfully obtained a full refund for the consumer.

An Irish consumer had a contract with a German internet services provider. The consumer decided
to cancel his contract but was unable to do so for several months as the trader’s website was
experiencing technical difficulties. The consumer then attempted to contact the trader by other
means. As the website was down he could not access the telephone details of the trader but
he sent an email to the address on the invoices and to another email he located by carrying out
a web search. When eventually the consumer was able to cancel on-line, he was advised that
because no cancellation request was received within the required timeframe, his contract was
automatically renewed for six months. The consumer sought assistance from ECC Ireland as due
to the actions of the trader it was impossible for him to cancel his contract before the renewal
date. With assistance from our colleagues in ECC Germany, we obtained a confirmation from
the trader that the consumer’s original cancellation request would be honoured.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
Susan Dowling,
Dispute Resolution Adviser

ECC Ireland aims to resolve consumers’ cross-border
complaints through amicable means, but this is not
always possible. When the ECC Network is unable
to resolve a complaint, we will advise the consumer
of any Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) scheme
which may be available in Ireland or another EU
member state. Once we have established the
existence of such a body we will seek the consent
of the consumer, and refer their complaint to the
ADR Body.
2009 was a busy year in terms of ADR activities,
and the work undertaken lead to a number of
positive steps for ADR development at a national
level. The National Consumer Agency (NCA) carried
out a comprehensive research report on all aspects
of ADR in Ireland with a view to determining
appropriate future measures for ADR development
here. ECC Ireland welcomed this decision and
actively contributed to the report, providing data on
the operation of ADR in the Netherlands, a country
where ADR is particularly highly developed. The
NCA’s report is due for publication in 2010.

Joint ECC-Net Report
‘ADR across borders in practice – need and
availability’
The ECC Network produced a report on ADR,
analysing ADR throughout the EU Member States
and the EEA. The report, which was published in
December 2009, identified the key areas of
complaint which are in need of ADR development.
The report examined 11,500 consumer complaints
received by the network during 2007 and 2008.
Almost half of these complaints were resolved
with the assistance of ECC Net, highlighting the
importance of the network for the continued success
of the internal market, but also showing that there
is a lack of access to ADR schemes for consumer
complaints within the EU.
The report made it clear that in the area of consumer
disputes ADR is underdeveloped and this has a
negative impact on consumers. This fact is clearly
illustrated by the fact that of the 11,500 unresolved
complaints only 500 disputes were referred to an
ADR Body during 2007 and 2008. Although the
report focuses on statistics from these two years, it
noted that for the first nine months of 2009 a total
of 6,130 complaints were received and just 212
were sent to ADR. Each year ECC Net saw a steady
increase in the complaints received but the numbers
sent to ADR remain relatively unchanged.
When analysing consumer cases, the report shows
that transport services are the largest problem area,
with an apparent lack of ADR bodies within many
EU countries. Transport services accounted for 512
closed cases against Irish traders, of which 179
were resolved by ECC Ireland, 19 transferred to ADR
(Car Rental Council of Ireland), 67 transferred to the
Commission of Aviation Regulation, and 247 remain
unresolved. These figures support the findings of
ECC Ireland’s report on ADR development in Ireland,
published in 2008, which highlighted the need to
further develop ADR nationally.
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Notification of ADR Bodies
to the European
Commission Database
The European Commission has set out principles
under which competent out-of-court settlement
bodies for consumer disputes can become ‘notified’
as recognised ADR bodies. The ADR bodies, which
are considered to be in conformity with the
Commission’s Recommendations 98/257/EC or
2001/310/EC1, are placed on a central database
on the website of the European Commission’s
Directorate General for Health and Consumers..
It is ECC Ireland’s responsibility to monitor this
database to ensure that the details of the existing
Irish ADR Bodies are correct and to encourage
ADR Bodies not listed to consider submitting an
application for their details to be listed on the
database. There are currently four Irish ADR Bodies
listed on the EU Database.
In 2008 ECC Ireland began discussions with the
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (Irish Branch)
(henceforth CIARB) to encourage it to put forward
applications for notification on the ADR database.
In early 2009 ECC Ireland assisted CIARB with its
application for notification. This organisation runs a
number of ADR schemes, of which one, the Scheme
for Tour Operators, is notified, and it applied for
notification of all the other schemes run by them.
Once CIARB’s application was completed it was
referred to the Department of Enterprise, Trade and
Employment for approval. The Department indicated
that it preferred CIARB to apply for notification for
each of its schemes on an individual basis and ECC
Ireland continues to assist CIARB with this process.

ECC Net Workshop on
Tourism and ADR –
appraisal and perspectives
ECC Ireland attended the workshop hosted by ECCs
France and Germany and held in Berlin in July
2009. The workshop examined the network’s work
in ADR and looked at the role of ADR in the
resolution of tourism-related disputes in areas
such as air and rail passengers’ rights, hotels and
accommodation and car rentals. The workshop
included the announcement of the setting up of
an industry-lead ADR to resolve car rental disputes,
a development which ECC Ireland welcomes.
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Consultation with ADR
Bodies

Unresolved Cases

ECC Ireland organised a meeting for ADR bodies
in December 2009. The meeting was attended by
representatives from the National Consumer Agency,
the Financial Ombudsman’s Office, the Institution
of Engineers of Ireland (Engineers Ireland), The
Advertising Standards Authority for Ireland, the
Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland, and
the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (Irish Branch).

In 2009, 91 complaints could not be resolved with
the direct assistance of ECC Ireland, and were
referred to the Dispute Resolution Adviser to
ascertain if there was an appropriate ADR Body
available. In total 23 cases were referred to ADR.
In the remaining 68 cases the consumer was
advised to take their complaint to the European
Small Claims Procedure.

The purpose of the meeting was primarily to enable
the National Consumer Agency to present an outline
of their Alternative Dispute Resolution report and
to afford ADR bodies, both notified and non-notified,
an opportunity to provide their feedback and
suggestions for this report.

ECC Ireland referred a total of 10 disputes from our
sister offices in other EU and EEA countries to Irish
ADR Bodies and these disputes were divided equally
between the Car Rental Council of Ireland and the
Commission for Aviation Regulation. This number
was low due to the lack of ADR bodies in Ireland.
In total €4,658 was claimed on behalf of 10
consumers and €411.18 was obtained.

During 2009 ECC Ireland responded to a number
of consultations and surveys on the area of ADR
(outlined in the Working Together section below)

ECC Ireland referred a further 13 disputes on behalf
of Irish consumers to ADR bodies in other Member
States. The countries concerned were the UK,
Greece, Spain, the Netherlands, France and Italy.
Of these cases in five instances the trader refused
to participate, in one case a decision was made in
favour of the trader, while in two instances the
outcome is unknown and in another case the trader
filed for bankruptcy. In only one instance the case
was resolved in favour of the consumer, with a
further three compromise solutions. These figures
highlight the difficulty of obtaining the agreement
of business participation in ADR schemes.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution
CASE STUDIES
A consumer purchased a return flight from Dublin to Vancouver. When she received her tickets
she realised that she did not have the correct flight connections to enable her to complete her
journey. The consumer claimed that this ticket irregularity was an error caused by the trader’s
ticketing system and was therefore the responsibility of the trader to resolve. She requested
a full refund of €1,350.89. The trader claimed that the booking had been made based on the
information provided by the consumer and refused to alter the flight tickets. The consumer
sought the assistance of ECC Ireland.
This complaint was referred to ABTA (the Association of British Travel Agents) which is notified
on the EU database. Members of ABTA must adhere to ABTA’s Code of Conduct which aims to
ensure that consumers receive a high standard of service on issues such as passports and visas,
health requirements, and details of any alterations to holidays. If ABTA cannot help a consumer
settle a dispute directly they will offer an independent arbitration scheme that is administered
by the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators.
ABTA found in favour of the consumer but recommended that the correct flight tickets be
issued rather than a refund. Although the consumer was not happy with this remedy ECC
Ireland suggested that she accept this as it was a reasonable remedy to the problem.

A Spanish consumer hired a vehicle for three days in December 2008. On the last day of the
hire period, the consumer was involved in an accident.
The damage caused to both vehicles was considered minor and the hire vehicle was returned
to the car rental company containing a minor scratch on the bumper. An accident report was
completed and the consumer was informed that his deposit would be retained and the cost
of the repair would be deducted from it.
Upon his return to Spain, the consumer was shocked to receive an invoice for the cost of the
repair indicating that the final cost was €1,251.96. The consumer expressed his concern
that this invoice was printed on the car rental company headed paper and it did not indicate
the date that the repairs were carried out. He also considered that the cost of the repairs was
excessive.
ECC Ireland contacted the trader directly who failed to resolve the complaint or offer a valid
explanation of the charges. ECC Ireland then referred the complaint to the Car Rental Council
of Ireland which agreed that the charges were excessive and recommended that the consumer
be refunded a total of €405.51.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution
CASE STUDIES
An Irish consumer hired a car in Salerno in Italy in April 2008. During the rental period the
consumer lost the key and he was told that the spare key was in Milan and it would take five
days to get to Salerno. The consumer visited the rental office and discovered that the trader
had sent a tow truck to collect the car. He was then informed that he would be charged for
the cost of replacing the key and the cost of sending the tow truck. In total the consumer
was charged €328.80.
ECC Ireland referred the complaint to ECC Italy and despite direct contact with the rental
company they refused to refund the consumer. It was agreed that the complaint be sent to the
Italian ADR body, Risolvionline. Risolvionline agreed that the charge was excessive and that the
truck would not have been required if the spare key was at the office the consumer rented the
car from. The consumer’s complaint was upheld and he received a full refund.

This was an unusual complaint as it had been previously resolved and a mediation agreement
had been signed by both the consumer and the car hire company.
Following the advice of ECC Ireland, in 2007 an Italian consumer made a formal complaint to
the Equality Authority claiming that the trader was in breach of the Equal Status Act 2000 on
the grounds of race. Under the car hire company’s terms and conditions there was a reference
to Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Israeli drivers, and consumers were advised that drivers
from these countries would be charged for rentals at a more expensive rate than drivers from
other countries.
Under the mediation agreement the car rental company had agreed to remove the reference
from all documentation. However the consumer discovered in 2009 that the company had not
honoured its commitment and sought the assistance of ECC Ireland to bring this matter to the
attention of the relevant authorities.
When the ECC received this enquiry we contacted the National Consumer Agency for their
opinion. The NCA recommended that the car rental company be approached directly and asked
to amend their terms and conditions and should this request be refused the NCA would consider
enforcement procedures against the company. ECC Ireland sought the assistance of the Car
Rental Council of Ireland. Within a short period of time the terms and conditions of the trader’s
rental agreement were amended and the file closed to the consumer’s satisfaction.
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Communications Activity

Ann Neville, Director, ECC Ireland

In 2009 ECC Ireland’s priority was to raise
awareness among consumers of the services
offered to them by the ECC, as well as to
consolidate our reputation as an expert in
European consumer affairs.

Media
ECC Ireland attracted considerable media attention
during 2009. The economic downturn focussed
attention on consumer issues and ECC Ireland’s
price comparison survey, launched in July, was
the object of a lot of interest. The survey, which
compared prices of common summer consumer
items across the 29 countries of ECC Net, and which
was coordinated by ECC Ireland, identified the sharp
decline in the cost of certain consumer goods in
Ireland which was a feature of the year. The survey
showed that the perception that Ireland is far more
expensive than the European average no longer
always reflects the reality, as the prices of the items
compared indicated that Ireland was close to the
European average price, and in fact prices in new
EU Member States varied only slightly from those
in Ireland. Since consumer spending power in these
countries is far lower than in Ireland, this means that
these products in real terms are far more affordable
for consumers in Ireland than in those countries.
ECC Ireland also carried out research at a national
level with a survey of passengers at Dublin airport
revealing that only 5% were aware of their rights
in terms of flight cancellation, delay or lost luggage.
ECC Ireland staff also distributed leaflets at the
airport with a view to raising consumers’ awareness
of their air passenger rights.

ECC Ireland collaborated with the UK Office of Fair
Trading’s Day of Action against vehicle matching
scams. This is a common scam where consumers
with cars for sale are cold-called and guaranteed
a buyer in exchange for a one-off administration fee.
This on-going scam represented some 30% of carrelated consumer complaints received by the ECC
in 2008. As the companies involved in the scam are
based in the UK but target consumers in Ireland the
OFT asked us to participate in their Day of Action
and we agreed, engaging in a series of media
interviews on the topic. We noted a jump in consumer
complaints relating to vehicle matching following the
publicity campaign and this increase was followed
by a drop in complaints as consumers seem to be
better informed as to the scam.
During the year ECC Ireland continued its activities
aimed at building awareness of consumer rights, and
the work of the ECC, issuing 10 press releases on a
variety of issues, and its director gave interviews on
topics such as EU roaming legislation, air passenger
rights, car rentals, holiday clubs, shopping on-line,
buying goods and services, and scams.

Saint Patrick with ECC Ireland staff at Dublin Airport
raising awareness of air passenger rights
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Online
www.eccireland.ie
ECC Ireland’s website received 168,000 visits during
2009 which is 5% above our target for the year.
2009 also saw the complete redevelopment and
relaunch of www.eccireland.ie. This was done not
only to update and upgrade the image of the site
but also to introduce a new content management
system to ensure that the site could be updated
by all staff on a daily basis. All website content was
revised, updated and re-written by ECC staff, with
a view to maximising search engine optimisation
techniques
A key part of the new site is the Today’s Consumer
News section which contains links to all the main
items of consumer interest published each day in
The Irish Times and the Irish Independent, as well
as the Sunday Tribune. The site contains an on-line
complaint form and contact form which allows
consumers to contact us with queries or problems.
Its frequent use during the year meant that ECC
Ireland was accessible to consumers even outside
our office hours. We also added to the site the
cross-border complaint form developed by the
European Commission which is linked directly to
the Commission’s shared database of consumer
complaints.
The redevelopment of the site was assisted by the
European Commission Permanent Representation
Press Office who shared their expertise with us and
made invaluable suggestions and comments. The
new site was launched in December 2009.

e-Bulletin
The e-bulletin increased its subscription during the
year rising from 1,000 subscribers to 1,400 by the
end of the year. It is issued on a monthly basis
highlighting different topics of consumer interest,

along with answers to consumer queries. The
e-bulletin received a strong response from its
recipients, both among the media and consumers.

Radio advertising
In 2009 ECC Ireland carried out a radio advertising
campaign on eight local radio stations throughout the
country in order to increase awareness of the ECC
nationally and enhance consumer confidence in
buying goods and services throughout Europe. The
advertising campaign was funded by the Department
of Foreign Affairs through their Communicating Europe
Initiative which aims at improving the quality of
communications between the European Union and
its citizens. The advertisements focused on car rental,
shopping abroad, luggage, tickets and electronic
goods. The campaign was highly successful, with
the number of consumer contacts received by ECC
Ireland undergoing a marked increase during the
month of July when the radio advertisements were
running.

Publications
ECC Ireland published a consumers’ guide to
travelling to the UK. This contains money-saving
tips, and is aimed at the many Irish people who
travel to the UK for tourism or to visit relatives.
The publication was part of a joint project with
ECC UK which in turn published a guide for English
consumers visiting Ireland, with content prepared by
ECC Ireland. The guides received positive media
coverage in the UK and Ireland.
Screengrab of www.eccireland.ie website
Travelling to the UK leaflet
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Working Together
The ECC network is built on partnership. As part of this network
ECC Ireland can address consumer problems right across the
EU internal market and beyond, thus building confidence among
consumers and encouraging cross-border consumer transactions.
ECC Ireland’s partnerships extend to national level also with
effective exchange of information to maximise the resources
available for problem solving in issues of consumer concern.

Cooperation Ireland
National Consumer Agency

Services Directive

On-going cooperation continued throughout 2009
with our national funders, the National Consumer
Agency, and regular meetings were held in relation
to ADR, joint marketing and promotion actions,
enforcement, and financial and administrative
matters. Training to National Consumer Agency call
centre staff on cross-border consumer rights and
referrals to the ECC was also given.

The Directive on Services in the Internal Market is
designed to eliminate barriers to the free movement
of services in the European internal market by
creating a single market in services in the EU.
Article 21 of the Directive requires Member States
of the European Union and Iceland, Norway and
Liechtenstein to ensure that recipients of services,
whether business recipients or consumers, can
obtain, in their Member State of residence, general
information relating to service activities in another
Member State, including, in particular, information
relating to consumer protection, the means of
redress available in the event of a dispute between
a service provider and a recipient, and the contact
details of organizations from which they may obtain
practical assistance. In Ireland it was decided to
appoint the European Consumer Centre as the Article
21 Contact Point for consumers with queries about
services, while Galway Chamber of Commerce, as the
host structure for Galway Enterprise Europe Network,
will assume this role for businesses. Both ECC Ireland
and Galway EEN will start providing information in
relation to services, as defined by Article 21 of the
Services Directive from 2010 onwards.

Commission for Aviation Regulation (CAR)
Two meetings were hosted by the Commission for
Aviation Regulation arising from the joint meeting
organised by the European Commission’s Directorate
Generals SANCO and TREN for National Enforcement
Bodies, Consumer Protection Cooperation Authorities,
and ECC Net on air passenger rights and focussing
on Regulation 261/2004 which determines air
passenger rights in the event of cancellation, delay or
denied boarding and Regulation 2006/2004 which
aims to tackle dishonest practices of traders targeting
consumers living in other EU countries. The meetings
were attended by staff from CAR, the Competition
and Consumer Policy section of the Department for
Enterprise Trade and Employment and the National
Consumer Agency, as well as ECC Ireland.
Participants in the meeting prepared a joint response
to the European Commission on the compatibility of
Regulations 261/2004 and 2006/2004.

European Information Exchange Group
This group is comprised of organisations based in
Ireland with a European focus: SOLVIT, FIN-Net,
Eurojus, Enterprise Europe Network, the European
Commission Representation in Ireland, and also ECC
Ireland. ECC Ireland participated in all the group’s
meetings which serve as an opportunity to exchange
information on European-related topics and actions.

Other
General cooperation and communication also
continued with all relevant consumer organisations,
including meetings on a variety of issues with the
Consumers’ Association of Ireland, the Department
of Enterprise, Trade and Employment, the Financial
Regulator, the European Movement and the Centre
for Cross-Border Studies.
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ECC Ireland attended the following events
in 2009:
Training Seminar: Consumer Acquis – Brussels,
February
Conference: Unfair Commercial Practices Directive –
one year on – Brussels, February

Cooperation Europe

Seminar, Collective Redress: Moving the Debate
Forward, European Parliament – Brussels, March
Open Meeting: On-line Dispute Resolution (ODR)
CEN-CENELEC Meeting Centre – Brussels, March

Visit to Ireland of the Commissioner for
Health and Consumers

Second Meeting: Friends of the 21st Century Market,
European Parliament – Brussels, March

ECC Ireland was involved in the organisation of
Commissioner Kuneva’s visit to Ireland in August
2009. The Commissioner wanted to meet Irish
consumers and the ECC organised a breakfast for
consumers with the Commissioner in Galway in
Griffin’s Bakery. Commissioner Kuneva met Irish
consumers and discussed their experience of crossborder consumer issues. The breakfast was also
attended by ECC Ireland staff and a large media
contingent.

Joint SANCO-TREN Meeting for CPCs, NEBs, ECCs on
Regulation 261/2004 – Brussels, May

ECC Ireland staff also attended regular ECC Net
Directors meetings organised by the European
Commission and held in Brussels, and remained
in close contact with the other European Consumer
Centres throughout twenty-nine European countries.
In addition we also participated in the following
European events and projects both within and
outside of ECC Net:

Commissioner Kuneva and a Galway consumer
Advisers Caroline Curneen and Anna Heryan at the
training on Public Relations and Lobbying
organised by BEUC, the European Consumers
Organisation, in Brussels, July 2010

Seminar, EU Finance Day for SME’s – Dublin, June
Academy of European Law Summer Course: European
Private Law – Prague, June
European Workshop: Tourism and ADR – Appraisal &
Perspectives – Berlin, July
Academy of European Law Annual Conference:
European Consumer Law – Trier, October
2009 International Law Enforcement Intellectual
Property Crime Conference – Dublin, October
Third Conference on Aspects of European Consumer Law
– Luxembourg, October
Swedish Presidency Conference: Consumer Rights
When Purchasing Digital Content – Stockholm,
November
Seminar: Cross-Border Consumer, Centre for CrossBorder Studies and the North/South Ministerial Council
(Presentation) – Dundalk, December
Seminar: Proposed Directive on Consumer Rights
– Brussels, December
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ECC Net Study Visits
ECC Ireland welcomed staff from ECC Sweden in
December, while staff from ECC Ireland travelled
to the UK to visit the UK ECC, our most important
partner in the ECC Network, as almost 60% of
complaints we receive from Irish consumers relate
to UK traders, testimony of the popularity for Irish
consumers of shopping in Northern Ireland and the
UK.
ECC Ireland staff also visited ECC Luxembourg,
as well as the Executive Agency for Health and
Consumers which is located in that country, and
which assumed the financial management of ECC
Net in 2009. The Director of ECC Ireland visited
ECC Belgium as part of a staff exchange and ECC
Ireland received a visit from Oxfordshire Trading
Standards.

Legal Opinion and
Feedback to the European
Commission
ECC Ireland’s handling of cross-border consumer
problems gives us a unique insight into problems
encountered and any legislative deficiencies that
may impact on consumers.
We submitted a paper to the Department of
Enterprise, Trade and Employment in relation to
EC Regulation 261 and its compatibility with the
Consumer Protection Cooperation legislation. We
also provided feedback to the European Commission
on a variety of consumer issues, including the Unfair
Commercial Practices Directive. Submissions were
also made to a number of ECCs on ADR, among
other areas.

Study visit to ECC UK, pictured are from left: Marcin
Walkowiak, ECC Ireland, Sonia Payne, Jade Ahmed,
Laura Fergusson and Adam Mortimer, ECC UK, and
Caroline Curneen and Anna Heryan, ECC Ireland
Study visit by ECC Sweden, pictured are from left:
Emma Byrne, Susan Dowling, Marcin Walkowiak, ECC
Ireland, Jolanda Girzl, Director ECC Sweden, Ann
Neville, Juan Bueso, Caroline Curneen and Anna
Heryan, ECC Ireland

